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ABSTRACT 
In these early years of 21st century, information technology is playing an 
important role in our lives. With the explosion of knowledge and information 
nowadays, Information Technology must be adopted to better manage of these aspect 
especially to increase the quality of virtual reality application .. And this is why 
Virtual reality (VR) application for hypermarket comes in to bring a better 
experience in lecturing. 
Basically, "Virtual reality (VR) application for hypermarkef' is application 
that can let user real-time interact with the system by the way in 3D. Therefore, user 
not only can get the information by word: user also can simulation navigate the 
virtual hypennarket environment. This VR system is creating by include user 
friendly concept for user easy to use, so is suitable for all level of people. This VR 
system provide many function to user, such as, user can stimulatingly travel around 
the virtual hypermarket environment, get a certain product price and location at this 
system without going to find at the hypermarkct by themselves. Definitely you can 
buy your things and add into the shopping cart like the common e-commerce site! 
Beside this, the hypermarket administrator of this system can update and edit the 
database for stock maintenance. Just an authorize people can access this function for 
security method. 
With the application, user can navigate the virtual environment in the way of 3D. 
This "Virtual reality (VR) application for hypennarket" is more interactive and 
brings more effectiveness compare to a traditional e-commerce site. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OVERVIEW 
Virtual reality (VR) application for bypennarkct can be define as multimedia system 
which can install at computer that provides guidance and information to user though 
a virtual hypennarket space. The purpose of this application is for simulation and 
communication. It is designed and developed with 30 environment include with VR 
technology to make it more interactive and effective. 
Therefore, user not only can get the information by word; user also can 
simulation navigate the virtual hypermarket environment. This VR system is creating 
by include user friendly concept for user easy to use, so is suitable for all level of 
people. This VR system provide many function to user, such as, user can 
stimulatingly travel around the virtual hyperrnarket environment, get a certain 
product price and location at this system without going to find at the hypermarket by 
themselves. 
Beside this, the hyperrnarket administrator of this system can update and edit the 
database for stock maintenance. Just an authorize people can access this function for 
security method. 
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1.2 THE DEFINITION OF HYPERMARKET 
It is a gigantic discount retail complex that combines the features of supermarkets, 
department stores, and specialty stores under one roof. In commerce, a hypermarket 
(from the French hypennarch) is a store which combines a supermarket and a 
department store. The result is a gigantic retail facility which carries an enormous 
range of products under one roof, including full lines of fresh groceries and apparel. 
When they are planned, constructed, and executed correctly, a consumer can ideally 
satisfy all of their routine weekly shopping needs in one trip to the hypermarket. 
In Malaysia there are some examples of hypermarket 
Jusco 
Carrefour 
Macro 
Tesco 
Giant 
1.3 THE DEFINITION OF VIRTUAL REALITY 
An artificial environment created with computer hardware and software and 
presented to the user in such a way that it appears and feels like a real environment. 
To "enter" a virtual reality, a user dons special gloves, earphones, and goggles, all of 
which receive their input from the computer system. In this way, at least three of the 
2 
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five senses are controlled by the computer. In addition to feeding sensory input to the 
user, the devices also monitor the user's actions. The goggles, for example, track how 
the eyes move and respond accordingly by sending new video input. 
1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
There got 5 important elements to take concentrate when doing this system. The first 
one is layout. We need to design and develop the system according to the goals, 
suitable navigation, size and perspectives of environments. The second is level of 
detail. Besides that we need to concentrate in interaction. We need to know the 
concept of user interaction with the environment. Next is navigation. This is about 
Navigation method and Degree of Freedom (DOF). The last one is feedback. 
Example: Sound, visual and the text prompts. All these things play important roles in 
the development. 
If the VR application is developing in web-based, there are several problems that 
need to consider: 
I. Performance: YRML files are typically large and processing is non-trivial, 
which result in substantial delays and high demands. [magine a virtual 3D mall 
with many corridors and many stores where each store contains many 3D items. 
2. Loading such a world over a 28.8kb modem could take a very long time. 
Moreover even when loading is finished, a typical consumer machine may not 
3 
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be strong enough to render the whole mall. 
3. Navigation: Navigation in virtual 3D spaces is hard for the average user, using 
typical UI mechanisms. Controlling the mouse to maneuver to the desired 
direction requires a high level of coordination; in addition users just get lost in 
3D spaces and can't find the right direction to move. 
4. Connectivity: The web is based on a collection of pages linked together through 
hyperlinks, and much of its success comes from the ease of connecting (linking) 
pages created and stored independently. VRML does allow definition of links 
between spaces; however these links result in discarding the existing space and 
loading a new web page (which may contain another VRML space); these results 
in a discontinuity and Joss of the virtual reality feeling. We show how to achieve 
a continuous and smooth transition between separately designed and stored 
spaces. We claim that having a continuous navigation between stores in a mall 
and even between departments of the same store is much more natural and 
intuitive then jumping in space. 
I .5 PROJECT OBJECTIVE 
This project is to develop a system that present hypermarket with 30 dimension 
environment. Besides that this system is providing information about the 
hypermarket to the customers. From this information, it can reduce the problems that 
occur when traveling or shopping at shopping mall. Moreover customer can study the 
4 
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structure and architecture of hypermarket. So that customer can have a pre-concept 
of hypermarket before come to the real place. This system also provides back office 
for administrator login. It also provides stock checking abi lity. Final, this is a virtual 
directory of hypermarket for customer. 
1.6 PROJECT SCOPE 
First, information provided. Example you can know more about the hypermarket 
department, the category of goods, the item brands and price, stock amount and also 
the location ofthe stock in the hypermarket. 
Interface with keyboard and mouse and guiding transportation provided in 
hyperrnarket. Standard desktop pc with standard monitor. Last, expose and introduce 
the environment of hypermarket to user. 
l.71MPORTANT OF STUDY 
From studying, there is such a way for problems solution. Knowledge is the key to 
success. Some more it can overlap with statement of problem situation. Here is some 
basic knowledge about the project and play a important role in the development. 
With the use of Java [ 1 ], the developer has many classes available for building a GUI, 
for handling user events, and for producing two- and three-dimensional graphics. 
5 
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Thus Java is often used to create tools for visualization. Virtual Reality Modeling 
Language (VRML) (2] is also a relatively new language that allows the developer to 
create three-dimensional "worlds". With the use of VRML, a developer can describe 
3D objects and combine them into scenes. VRML can be used to create interactive 
simulations that incorporate animation, motion physics, and real-time, multi-user 
participation. 
The use the X-VRML language for building active applications of virtual reality is 
proposed. X-VRML is a high-level XML-based language that overcomes the main 
limitations of the current virtual reality systems by providing convenient access to 
databases, object-orientation, parameterization, and imperative programming 
techniques. Applications of X-VRML include on-line data visualization, 
geographical information systems, scientific visualization, virtual games, and 
e-commerce applications such as virtuaJ shops. 
1.8 RATIONALE AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
There are some 30 malls on the web today. Most of them use VRML but they either 
have a 30 entry page with links to 2D pages like The gateway mall [3] or they are 
20 html pages with some 3D items like The virtual reality mall [4] There are some 
Non VRML virtual malls such as CompuServe's VRcade [5] which is based on 
6 
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Superscape's viscape [6]. This is a proprietary format and like traditional VRML 
solutions it does not scale to large malls. There are virtual stores, which are 
photographic based technologies like Panoramix [7], which allows a 360 panoramic 
view of stores. These technologies are not fully 30 and they are limited to the 
physical world that they represent, while we seek for a solution that is fully Virtual 
Reality and is not bound to physical world limitations. 
1.9 TARGET USER 
• First, this virtual reality application hyperrnarket ts especially for hypermarket 
shoppers (end user) who want to know more about the hyperrnarket in different 
way. If this application uploads in the website, the end user can browse the 
hyperrnarket before they come to the real place. If install in the kiosk of the 
hyperrnarket, this application also can help customer about the location of the 
stock and let them know more the information and environment about the 
hyperrnarket. 
• Second is for hypermarket management. The management can easily do the 
stock checking through the application. 
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1.10 RELEVANT TECHNOLOGY 
The Virtual Reality Application Hypermarket will be developed using the following 
technologies: 
Programming languages - use for develop the stock checking module 
• Java3d, C++ & Open GL 
Scripting- use for develop the virtual reality environment and modeling 
• SenseS World Toolkit, VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) 
Modeling tools - use for modeling object that in the application 
• 3D Studio Max, Maya 
1.11 HYPOTHESES 
Design a Virtual Reality Application for Hypermarkct that same function as virtual 
directory of hypermarket which provides the information about the hypermarket 
department, the category of goods, the item brands and price. stock amount and also 
the location of the stock in the bypermarket. The user also can navigate the virtual 
environment. Meanwhile, the administrator can make stock maintenance at database. 
8 
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1.12 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
This application is expect will develop the suitable domain and achieves the goals on 
behalf of the title. Moreover there should be a detailed virtual environment 
specification. This is the basic requirement of the application. Then the most 
important is that the application can fulfill the user needs and requirement. Last, the 
administrator can do stock maintenance as planning and expected. 
1.13 REFERENCE 
[1) Java www.java.com 
[2] The Virtual Reality Modeling Language International Standard ISOIIEC 
14772-1:1997 http://www.vrml.org/SpecificationsNRML97/ 
[3] The gateway mall, http://www.gatewaymall.com/ 
[4] The Virtual Reality Mall, http://www.vr-mal l.com 
[5] Compuserve VRcade, 
http://products.compuserve.co.uk/shoppingcentcr/cserve.htm 
[6) Superscape Interactive 3D Software, 
http:/ 1www.supcrscapc.com/ 
[7] Panoramix,http://wVvw.software.ibm.com nct.media/solutionslpanoramix/ 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 BACKGROUND STUDY 
2.1.1 INTRODUCTION 
To develop Virtual reality (VR) application for hypermarket, research and 
analysis are required to be done before development phase of the proposed system. A 
lot of information and issues that related with the Virtual reality (VR) application for 
hypermarket, such as definition of Virtual reality should be found for research and 
analysis. The information about database also required due to the Virtual reality (VR) 
application for hypermarket has its own database. The infonnation of database 
focused on the MySQL which will be used in the Virtual reality (VR) application for 
hypermarket.Besides that scripting and language will also be discussed. 
2.1.2 THE DEFINITION OF HYPERMARKET 
It is a gigantic discount retail complex that combines the features of supermarkets, 
department stores, and specialty stores under one roof. In commerce, a hypennarket 
(from the French hypennarch) is a store which combines a supermarket and a 
department store. The result is a gigantic retail facility which carries an enormous 
range of products under one roof, including full lines of fresh groceries and apparel. 
When they are planned, constructed, and executed correctly, a consumer can ideally 
satisfy all of their routine weekly shopping needs in one trip to the hypennarket. 
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2.1.3 THE DEFINATION OF VIRTUAL REALITY 
An artificial environment created with computer hardware and software and 
presented to the user in such a way that it appears and feels like a real environment. 
To "enter" a virtual reality, a user dons special gloves, earphones, and goggles, all of 
which receive their input from the computer system. In this way, at least three of the 
five senses are controlled by the computer. In addition to feeding sensory input to the 
user, the devices also monitor the user's actions. The goggles, for example, track how 
the eyes move and respond accordingly by sending new video input. 
2.1.4 DATABASE 
There have a lot of database tools you can find in the worlds nowadays. The most 
familiar database tools such as: Microsoft SQL Server 2000, Microsoft Access, 
MySQL, Sybase Anywhere. These databases normally have their own algorithm. 
Some of the famous algorithms are: 
• Table 
Tables are database objects that contain all the data in a database. A table definition is 
a collection of columns. In tables, data is organized in a row-and-column format 
similar to a spreadsheet. Each row represents a unique record, and each column 
represents a field within the record. For example, a table containing employee data 
for a company can contain a row for each employee and columns representing 
employee information such as employee number, name, address, job title, and home 
phone number. 
12 
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• Database Designer 
The Database Designer is a visual tool allowing you to design and visualize a 
database to which you are connected. When designing a database, you can use the 
Database Designer to create, edit, or delete tables, columns, keys, indexes, 
relationships, and constraints. To visualize a database, you can create one or more 
diagrams illustrating some or all of the tables, columns, keys, and relationships in it. 
• Query 
• Create queries and other SQL scripts and execute them against SQL Server 
databases. (Query window) 
• Quickly create commonly used database objects from predefined scripts. 
(Templates) 
• Quickly copy existing database objects. (Object Browser scripting feature) 
• Execute stored procedures without knowing the parameters. (Object Browser 
procedure execution feature) 
• Debug query performance problems. {Show Execution Plan, Show Server 
Trace, Show Client Statistics, Index Tuning Wizard) 
• Locate objects within databases (object search feature), or view and work 
with objects. (Object Browser) 
• Quickly insert, update, or delete rows in a table. (Open Table window) 
2.1.5 SCRIPTING AND LANGUAGE IN VIRTUAL REALITY 
~ Development History: 
VRML 1.0 standard were selections of a core set of object-oriented graphics 
constructs augmented by hypermedia links, all suitable for scene geometry rendering 
13 
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by Web browsers on personal computers or workstations. There were two major 
limitations in VRML 1.0: a lack of support for dynamic scene animation and having 
no traditional programming language constntcts. Difficult issues regarding real-time 
animation in VRML 1.0 included entity behaviors, user-entity interaction, and entity 
coordination. 
VRML 2.0 development tackled these issues directly, using event-driven ROUTEs to 
connect 3D nodes and fields to behavior driven sensors and timing. "Language wars" 
were avoided by allowing other programming languages to communicate with the 
VRML scene via a Script node. Using Java is the most powerful way for 3D scene 
authors to explore the many possibilities provided by VRML. 
~ 3D Graphics Nodes: 
Most programmers find that there are many unfamiliar language concepts and terms 
in VRML an overview of this admittedly large language is necessary before 
describing how Java works in combination with it. This section describes the 
3D-specific VRML nodes specify in shape, geometry and appearance. 
~ Scene Topology: Grouping and Child Nodes 
VRML syntax and node typing also help enforce a strict hierarchical structure of 
parent-child relationships so that browsers can perform efficient rendering and 
computationaJ optimizations. This section summarizes the full scope of VRML, the 
language; readers familiar with 3D graphics concepts may prefer skipping ahead to 
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the Java section in grouping, grouping and the web, lighting and the sound, viewing, 
action sensory, animation interpolator, prototypes and graphics example. 
VRML and Java: Scripts, Events, Naming and ROUTEs: 
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Figure 2.2 - Field interface between VRML and Java 
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~ Future Language Interfaces: 
Java via VRML's Script node is well specified and multiple compliant browsers exist. 
Other interfaces are also on the horizon that can further extend Java- VRML 
functionality as described in the following:-
1. External Authoring Interface (EAI) 
11. Java3D 
~ Conclusion: 
The paper do further the research in Java-YRML by some given example. VRML 
scenes in combination with Java can serve as the building blocks of cyberspace. 
Large-scale intemetworked worlds now appear possible. Using VRML and Java, 
practical experience and continued success wi ll move the field of virtual reality past 
speculative fiction and isolated islands of research and onto desktops everywhere, 
creating the next-generation Web. 
2.2 TOOLS LISTING 
2.2.1 3D Max 
3D Studio MAX [2] has a bui lt-in VRML exporter that translates 
MAX fi les into VRML files. Here are the basic steps for creating a 
VRML fi le in 3D Studio MAX: 
v" Create geometry 
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../Create lights and cameras 
../Assign materials and texture maps 
../Animate 
../Insert VRML helper objects 
../Export to VRML 
../Use a VRML browser to test the file 
../Optionally, use a text editor to edit the file. 
3D Studio Max [6] (sometimes called 3ds Max or just MAX) is a 3D 
computer graphics and animation program, written by Autodesk 
Media & Entertainment. 
Modeling [ 4] is the basic of virtual navigation system. Here, using the 
VRML as the modeling language because the VRML [7] (Virtual 
Reality Modeling Language) is a standard file format for representing 
3-dimensional (3D) interactive vector graphics, designed particularly 
with the World Wide Web in mind. To a desktop virtual reality system. 
the design ofvirtual environment is limited by the hardware condition 
and also the bandwidth of the user access. The model with too much 
detail will slow down the navigation speed. However, too simple 
model will not bring good view effects. 
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2.2.2 Web-based server 
The system [3] of web-based should include user interface layer, 
business logic layer (functior. layer) and data-visit layer. This is 
divided into two parts: the server end and the client end. If there is 
protective firewall between them is better. The client end and the 
server end can be linked together by Internet at any place and any 
time. The host server includes the fi le server, the database server, 
WWW server, the producer for dynamic web page and 3D object. 
There is also a functional Computer Gateway Interface (CGI) [5] for 
general processing. The file server contains pre-made HTML 
templates, which are for the dynamic pages, along with 3D object files 
(e.g., VRML files) are for the 3D models. 
lii-~~-~--------::_~---i 
~ fUnctJo!ltllt!(lf I 
~-----------------------------~ 
I 
/ 
Cuttomtf l 
I 
~ llUJJnt~ I Adni:IOf ~ ~ 
~---- -----' 
Figure 2.3: Web-based client/server architecture for mass 
customization of product 
2.2.3 Vir tual Guider 
Role cartoon technology (3] use to design the virtual guider: first, the 
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role model is set up as the motive system; then the system will move 
like alive. The role cartoon is designed with Character Studio 3.X role 
cartoon system that provides methods of setting up and modifying 
roles including tools to create group cartoon. Character Studio [8] is a 
plug-in which makes the animation of characters and crouds easier in 
3ds max. Character Studio provides various unique tool groups for 
motion-catching, the free cartoon style as well as the step-trace 
cartoon. Here, using virtual bones to control the points on the limbs 
and these bones make up the skeleton of the role. The role to put up 
various poses and adjusting the skeleton. It should be noted that the 
points on some places often have problems of dragging the skin and 
the muscle, that is, here may be dragged by other parts of the body or 
stay at the same place uncontrolled by the skeleton. This is caused by 
the unreasonable distribution of the weight of the skeleton. To get rid 
of the phenomenon, we can do by adjusting and controlling the weight 
of points on the model. 
2.2.4 Path-Planning 
To combine the path of the virtual guide and the inquiry of the product 
in the mall, here introduce the 3D Studio MAX model into VRML, 
and then implement the algorithm optimizing the whole path by 
programming in JAVA and XML. This algorithm presents the virtual 
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environment using the girding method. The data stntcture of the 
octo-tree is used to represent the discrete environment. Every node of 
the tree represents a cell and includes a table of eight pointers pointing 
to the other nodes. The null pointer represents a free cell. The 3D 
environment can be divided into the borderline, the free zone and the 
blocking zone according to their accessibility. The heuristic overall 
search algorithm of width priority is applied. 
Optimization algorithm of overall path: 
I . Mark all borderline cells 
2. Use three kinds ofbeuristic knowledge: 
v"How to select the cells neighboring the current cell 
v" How to deflne the order of the neighbor cell under measurement 
v"Some additional conditions about those neighbor cell under 
measurement 
3. Get the heuristic function: r(n) = g(n)+h(n), g(n), h(n)>O. g(n) 
represents the cost moving from the beginning to node n, h(n) 
represents the estimated cost moving from node n to the target node, 
r(n) represents the total cost 
4. Search as follows: 
v"Search a path from the start to the end using the width priority 
rule according to the heuristic function and the relevant heuristic 
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knowledge. 
vi'Fonn a new octo-tree with the node along the above path and the 
heuristic knowledge 
vi' Get an path-optimized tree by searching the new octo-tree using 
the Dijkstra algorithm 
5. Complete the whole process 
2.2.5 VRML 
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language), (9] designed for 3D 
rendering on the web. VRML is a text file format (like HTML) for 
describing interactive 3D objects and worlds on the Web. VRML 1.0 
was finalized on Nov 95 and described static 30 worlds. VRML 2.0 
was published on Aug 96 and added dynamic and scripting 
capabilities to VRML worlds. The VRML browsers are embedded as 
Plug-in in the popular Web browsers Netscape's Navigator and 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer. Having a standard for 3D is very 
important, but there is a big barrier for real applications and in 
particular for e-cornmerce based on VRML. 
Analyzing the reasons for the slow and limited adoption of VRML 
yields the following: 
vi'Perfonnance: VRML files are typically large and processing is 
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non-trivial, which result in substantial delays and high demands. 
Imagine a virtual 30 mall with many corridors and many stores 
where each store contains many 3D items. Loading such a world 
over a 28.8kb modem could take a very long time. Moreover 
even when loading is finished, a typical consumer machine may 
not be strong enough to render the whole mall. 
..fNavigation: Navigation in virtual 3D spaces is hard for the 
average user, using typical UT mechanisms. Controlling the 
mouse to maneuver to the desired direction requires a high level 
of coordination; in addition users just get lost in 3D spaces and 
can't find the right direction to move . 
..fConnectivity: The web is based on a collection of pages linked 
together through hyperlinks, and much of its success comes from 
the ease of connecting (linking) pages created and stored 
independently. VRML does allow definition of links between 
spaces; however these links result in discarding the existing 
space and loading a new web page (which may contain another 
VRML space); this result in a discontinUity and loss of the 
virtual reality feeling. To achieve continues and smooth 
transition between separately designed and stored spaces. 
Having continues navigation between stores in a mall and even 
between departments of the same store is much more natural and 
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intuitive then jumping in space. 
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [9] defines the 
nodes Anchor, Inline and LOD (Level of Details). Anchor is a 
hypertext link to another space, which does not support the continuity 
feature. Inline allows embedding a 3D space in another space; 
however the spec does not define when Inlines are loaded and some 
browsers load all the lnlines in advance which can not tolerate very 
large spaces. In fact, it may be impossible for the browser to properly 
predict when to load inline objects. Level of details (LOD) is a 
mechanism to load spaces according to distance of the viewer from 
them. Like Inline the specification does not specify when LOD nodes 
are loaded but just when they are displayed, so again some browsers 
load LODs in advance. 
2.2 SYSTEM COMPARING 
The system [3] in comparing with the research is a prototype in the literature review 
with the title "A 3D Virtual Shopping Mall That Has the Intelligent Virtual 
Purchasing 
Guider and Cooperative Purchasing Functionalities" by Yiming Zhao, Lijun Guo, 
Xiaoli Wang, Zhigeng Pan from Department of Computer Science & Technology 
(NingBo Uinversity, Ningbo) and State Key Laboratory of CAD&CG (Zhejiang 
University Hangzhou) of china. 
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This system is a multi-user interactive virtual purchasing environment. In this 
environment, there is a symbol with mood for every customer, which can 
communicate freely with symbol of other customers, commodities in the shopping 
mall and the intelligent agent. In the meantime, a virtual purchasing guider is 
designed to communicate with different symbols of customers in different manners. 
This virtual guider is able to patrol in this virtual environment along the path planned 
by it own. Customers may have dynamic communication with other purchasers 
through the virtual guider or operate interactively on all kinds of commodities. This 
system simulates the whole purchasing process including window-shopping, 
choosing and paying for the items. Such comprehensive simulation is a new makes 
the customer feels like they are personally on the scene. 
The theory and technique of this system had been justified on the above section. The 
theory using are 3dsmax, virtual guider, path-planning and web server. For more 
detail information, please refer to above section. Among the system had been read, 
this system is the most interactive and reactive system. The function like virtual 
guider and path-planning allowed the user interactive with the system in real-time. 
The system also will give the feedback at that time. This is a communication between 
the system and the user, so the programming part of the system in interactive with the 
user had write in an advancing language like JAVA. In JAVA language, the algorithm 
was using to presents the virtual environment by the girding method. The data 
structure of the octo-tree is used to represent the discrete environment. The theory 
using in this system was suitable to Jet us using in the research. In order to create an 
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interactive environment which is user friendly, the virtual guider and path-planning 
technique is needed. 
2.3 CONCLUSION 
Literature review is a crucial part in a system development cycle. A lot of 
information, ideas and knowledge should be gathered to develop research system 
through the process of doing the literature review. 
In comparing the system, the theory which suitable to this research had been defines. 
In the following steps, the research will be more detail in handling the theory 
recommend and try to master the technique to apply in the research topic. By doing 
this, another advancing Virtual Rea1ity Hypermarket will be invented. 
2.4 REFERENCE 
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Table 3. I: Software Life Cycle Criteria Checklist 
-Criteria Waterfall Prototype V-Type Incremental Spiral 
Availability of All Some All Some Some 
resources 
Complexity of Low Medium Low High High 
project 
Problem High Fair High Poor Poor 
domain 
knowledge 
Product Existing New Existing New New 
technology 
Requirements Low High Low Medium High 
volatility 
Risk No Yes No No Yes 
management 
perspective 
Schedule Medium Low Medium Medium Medium 
constraint 
Understanding Specific Vague Specific Vague Vague 
of user 
requirements 
3.1.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT MODEL 
3.1.1.1 \Vaterfall Model 
The Waterfall \1odel is the earliest method of structured system development. It is a 
linear life cycle with feedback loops. It is still widely used even though it has come 
under attack in recent years for being too rigid and unrealistic when it comes to 
quickly meeting customer's needs. It is attributed to provide the theoretical basis for 
other process models. 
Strengths: 
• Documentation dnven as documentation is provtded at each phase. 
• Easy to understand, simple and familiar to most developers. 
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• Easy to maintain and associate measures, milestones and deliverablcs with 
the different stages. 
Weaknesses: 
• Does not reflect how software is developed because it cannot show the order 
of events. 
• Not applicable for many types of development. 
• Does not reflect which stage to backtrack. 
3.1.1.2 Prototyping Model 
The Prototyping Model is an idea of developing an initial implementation, exposing 
this to user comment and refining this through many versions until an adequate 
system has been developed. It is a working model of the system built to learn about 
its true requirements. By using this model, the developer builds a simplified version 
of the proposed system and presents it to the customer for consideration as part of the 
development process. The customer in turn provides feedback to the developer. The 
prototype code is usually thrown away and entirely new programs are developed 
once the requirements are identified. 
Strengths: 
• Provides the user with a tangible means of comprehending and evaluating the 
proposed system and elicits and more meaningful feedback. 
• Misunderstanding of the requirements and missing functions can be identified 
in the early stage. 
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• The errors and problems which encounters during the development of system 
can be corrected and solved. 
• Can be built quickly and helps to ensure system performs adequately. 
Weaknesses: 
• Prototyping can use up a lot of resources, especially when it fails completely 
and must be scrapped. 
• The extra time spent in prototyping is not warranted. 
3.1.1.3 V Model 
Initially defined by the late Paul Rook in the late 1980s, the V was included in the 
United Kingdom's National Computing Centre publications in the 1990s with the aim 
of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of software development. It is accepted 
in Europe and the U.K. as a superior alternative to the Waterfall Model. In fact, the V 
Model emerged in reaction to some WaterfaiJ Models that showed testing as a single 
phase following the traditional development phases of requirements analysis, high-
level design and detailed design and coding. It demonstrates how the testing 
activities are related to analysis and design. 
Strengths: 
• Allow the process to ha\e testing and coding as a parallel activity which 
enables the changes to occur more dynamic. 
• Better spells out the role of different types of testing. 
• The users arc invol\ed m testing. 
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• Each step is base lined before proceeding to the next as development goes 
hand in hand with testing and validation. 
Weaknesses: 
• Extensive testing may not always be cost-effective and some drawbacks are 
same as Waterfall Model. 
3.1.1.4 Incremental Model 
The development and delivery is broken down into increments where each increment 
delivering part of the required functionality. User requirements are prioritized and 
the highest priority requirements are included m early increments. Each stage 
consists of design, code and umt test, integration test and delivery. 
Besides that, it provides tangible measures of progress. However, a careful planning 
is reqUired at both the project management le\'el and the technical level. 
Strengths: 
• Allow fast deliver on important parts as additional functionality can be added 
to each stage. 
• Expertise can be applied to different releases and problems can be fixed 
quickly. 
• Reduces time to'"' hen customer receives some product. Therefore, customer 
can be trained earlier. 
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Weaknesses: 
• Changes may have to be made to completed parts so that the new parts can be 
started. 
• Problem may not be easily decomposable. 
3. 1.1.5 Spiral Model 
The Spiral Model is a risk-driven process model generator. It is used to guide multi-
stakeholder concurrent engineering of software-intensive systems. It has two main 
distinguishing features. One is a cyclic approach for incrementally growing a system 
' s degree of definition and implementation. The other is a set of anchor roint 
milestones to ensure stakeholder commitment to feasible and mutually satisfactory 
system solutions. 
The full Spiral Model is preceded each phase by alternatives and risk analysis, 
followed each phase by evaluation and planning of the next phase. 
Strengths: 
• No distinction is made between development and maintenance. 
• 1t is easy to judge how much to test. 
• Prototyping can be done at any stage. 
• Encourage risk reductton. 
Weaknesses: 
• The project is immediately terminated if all nsks cannot be mitigated. 
• NC\\. and unlestcd. 
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• For large scale softvvare and internal (in-house) software only. 
3.1.2 CHOSEN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT MODEL 
During the development of E-thesis system, V model is selected as the basts of 
process life cycle model because it describes mature and internationally recognized 
activities for software development. 
3.1.2.1 Why V Model? 
Validate ReqUirement 
Vent) Dcstgn 
Figure 3.1 -V Model 
The V model IS a method of software development, which allows visibility of\\ here 
we are by stages. Development goes hand in hand with testing and validation. where 
each step 1s base hned before proceeding to the next. In addition to the planned 
products and ach\ lttes. the V -Model also contains information about the course the 
proJeCt will take. To this end. the process standard includes which output products 
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are to be created by an activity and which successor activities need this product as 
input. The V shows the typical sequence of development activities on the left-hand 
(downhill) side and the corresponding sequence of test execution activities on the 
right-hand (uphill) side. 
Besides that, V Model in the SDLC will allow the process to have testing and coding 
as a parallel activity which enables the changes to occur more dynamic. While 
admittedly obscure, it gives equal weight to testing rather than treating it as an 
afterthought. It also delivers structured documents at each defined milestones, whtch 
makes the process visible. This characteristic of the V Model is the key to 
automatically controlling an E-Thesis in the sense of a workflow. It also provides 
guidance to handle changes to system and activities that are likely to occur during 
development. 
This model also contains validate requirements and verify design functions to ensure 
all elements in every stage performed correctly. With V model, developers are able 
to minimize the mistakes in system development while make sure the client's 
requirement have been fully implemented. 
3.1.2.2 Activities in V Model 
V Model conststs of eight stages that are deptcted as cascading from one to another. 
Each development stage should be completed before the next phase begms. 
However. there are some phases that can be iterated too. The fundamental 
dc\'elopment acti\. tttes arc: 
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• Requirement Analysis 
Software requi rement analysis defines functional capabilities, performances, design 
constraints and system interfaces. During this process, it involves analyzing the 
problem encountered and identifying the users' requirements. It provides the 
software designer with representation of information and function that can be 
translated to data, architectural and procedural design. The software scope, initially 
established by the system engmeer and refined during software project planning is 
refined in detail. Alternative solutions are analyzed and allocated to various software 
elements. To capture requirements, several steps have been taken such as survey and 
questionnaire session. 
• System Design 
System design involves representing the software system appearances and functions 
from the user's perspective by having feasibility studies and case studies on current 
theses management system. It establishes an overall system architecture, process 
partitions the requi rements to either hardware or software system and verifies system 
design. 
• Program Design 
After the previous phases were approved, the all system design is used to generate 
the design of the individual program involved. The algorithms for each module will 
be defined in the design tree that will be realized as code. 
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• Coding 
Coding is complete and verified set of program components. This process involves 
transforming algorithms into a computer understandable language. Programmer will 
write the programs based on the approved program design. 
• Unit And Integration Testing 
Testing is the process of checking each coded module for the presence of bugs and 
making sure that each unit satisfied its specification. When the program has been 
writte~ they arc tested as individual pieces of code, which called unit testmg. The 
code artifacts are then compiled and integrated to form subsystems, which called 
integration testing. The purpose of unit and integration testing is to make sure that 
the system can fulfill aU the requ1rements and specifications of the assigned system 
based on the program design phase. This stage will also interconnect sets of 
previously tested modules to verify their design as independently tested modules. 
• System Testing 
System testmg involves a test of the whole system to make sure that the functions 
and interactions specified initially have been implemented properly according to 
system requirements. It also verifies the system destgn, making sure that all system 
des1gn aspects are correctly implemented. Thus, validation makes sure that the 
developer IS blllldmg the right product whereas verification checks the quality of the 
implementation. 
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• Acceptance Testing 
This phase is conducted by the customer to val idate the requirements by associating a 
testing with each clement of the specification. 
• Operation And Maintenance 
Operation and mamtcnance is the longest life cycle phase. After system is accepted, 
E-Thesis will be installed and put into practical use. Maintenance process is carried 
out throughout the life of the system to correct errors and make adoption of the 
software for external and tntemal changes. Besides that, the system will be 
enhancing from time to time if new requirements are discovered. 
• Verify Design 
Every units, integration parts and system is verified to reduce error during system 
development and to ensure the contents meet its specifications. 
• Validate Requirements 
Before the system is accepted, it will be revalidating to ensure every client's 
requirements have been correctly implemented. 
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3.2 INFORMATION GATHERING METHOD 
Information gathering method refers to the methods that arc used to gather 
information regarding a system. It is necessary to employ the fact-finding techniques 
in order to establish understandmg of the state and future requirements. Infom1ation 
helps to build an informative web-based E-Thcsis and deliver a best function to the 
user. There are several types of systematic fact finding techniques used in the 
development cycle of E-thesis system. 
3.2.1 PRINTED MATERIAL 
The secondary method of collecting data and information about the system is by 
printed materials such as reference books, journals, research papers and past year's 
theses. Reading on printed material is a traditional but effective approach to get a 
better picture on how to develop and design the system. It plays an important role 
towards the success of E-Thesis as it offers magnificent ideas as well as useful 
information. Besides text, graphics and tables from printed materials contribute 
nevertheless the most information too. 
I went to library to search those printed material related to thesis in order to have 
more understanding on E-Thcsts. Besides that, 1 also went to FSKTM's document 
room to revtew some senior's theses to get some guidance in preparing this thesis. 
However. I found that most of the mformation on printed material ts not up-to-date. 
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3.2.2 INTERNET RESEARCH 
Internet is the main resource to search for information and to refer any ambiguitieS 
that arise during the entire development period. As the exchange portal of 
inforn1ation, Internet Research offers more valuable information than anywhere else 
by providing a wide range of electronic media or sources such as online articles, 
online journals, online directones and etc. The new breed fact-finding technique 
provides helpful alternative to search information and gain knowledge required in the 
development cycle. 
Through the Internet, I studied the existing related web-based thesis management 
system. Idea can be generated by observing the existing systems. Th1s helps me to 
focus on the functionalities of the system thus ease the development process. Besides 
that, 1 also found out some interesting web design from Internet. 
Major search engines such as Googles. Excite, Yahoo, Search and Metacrawler 
enable relevant informatiOn sites to be viewed with only a click away. 
3.2.3 APPLICATION SURVEY 
100 sets of questionnaire had been done to get some opinions about the development 
of the E-Thesis system. The people to be questioned are widely dispersed that range 
from \arious walks of life. Through the survey, 1 can get the overall opmion from 
different types of people before the system project is given any speci fie direction 
while maintaining uniform responses. 
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Discussions have been made with my supervisor from time to time for smoothing out 
the progress of my project. Further details and idea on how to develop an E-Thesis 
system are gained from discussion. It is also used to determine what the supervisor 
considers the success of E-Thesis based upon. Furthermore. supervisor also gives 
extremely advice, guidance and supports to me in order to explore more advance 
knowledge and to improve my project performance. 
3.2.5 CONVERSATION 
Informal conversation was held with friends as they would be able to provide their 
opinions from the point of view of a system user to get extra informatiOn. Each 
person will probably have a different view of E-Thesis because each person will 
interact with the system differently when it is built. Therefore, the data collected and 
reported by the system addresses the needs of varying audiences. 
3.3 TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
3.3.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The first significant wave \\as comprised of centralized operations based on 
mainframes. The first shtft from this option followed the introduction of the 
minicomputer with the same arclutecture. The second wave of computmg occurred 
with the introduction of the personal computer in the early I 980s and the following 
introduction of the client/sen cr architecture. The most recent transfonnation is 
toward a heterogeneous Internet platform. The host-based platforms and client/server 
architecture remain imponant although new businesses focus on the ubiquitous Web 
platform. 
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Some types of architecture that present in network environment and reveal the 
strengths and weaknesses of each type of the architecture arc shown below. 
3.3.1. t Host-Based Architecture I Mainframe Architecture 
All intelligence is within the central host computer with mainframe software 
architectures. Users interact with the host through a terminal that captures keystrokes 
and sends that information to the host. 
Strengths: 
• Easy client insta llation and reliable. 
• Not tied to a hardware platform. 
Weaknesses: 
• Cannot easily support graphical user interfaces (GUI) or access to multtple 
databases. 
• Requires a complex operating system. 
• Produces substantial network traffic. 
• Expensive to maintain and older technology. 
3.3.1.2 Client/Server Architecture 
Mamframes ha\e found a new use as a server in client/server architectures m the last 
few ycal1). Client/sel"\er architecture is a combination of a cltcnt or front-end portion 
that mteracts with the user and a server or back-end portion that interacts with the 
shared resource. This approach introduced a database server to replace the file server 
for caster development and better maintainability. User queries could be answered 
directly by using a relational database management system (DBMS). I'he server's 
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task was simply to process as many requests for data storage and retrieval as 
possible. The client/server architecture improves multi-user updating through a GUI 
front end to a shared database. 
An important characteristic of client-server systems is scalability. They can be scaled 
horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling means adding or removing client 
workstations with only a slight performance impact whereas vertical scal ing means 
migrating to a larger and faster server machine or multi servers. 
• Two-tier Architectures 
In two tier client/server architectures, the user system interface is usually located in 
the user's desktop environment while the database management services are usually 
in a server which is a more powerful machine that provides services to many clients. 
Processing management is split behveen the user system interface environment and 
the database management server environment. 
Strengths: 
• Inexpensive workstation software and ideal for large business corporation. 
• Allow multiple users to simultaneously access the same application data, 
updates from one computer were instantly made available to all computers 
that had access to the server. 
Weaknesses: 
• Limited flexability in moving program functionality from one server to 
another without manually regenerating procedural code. 
• Server as expensive. 
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• Changes to the business logic at the server require changes to presentation 
layer. 
• The binding of the graphical interface to the data source consumes major 
resources on the client machine, which results in poor performance. 
• The inability of a two-tier approach to grow beyond the physical boundanes 
of a client machme and a server machine prevents this model from being 
scalable. 
• Three-tier Architectures 
A middle tier is added between the user system interface client environment and the 
database management server environment in three-tier architecture. The middle tier 
can perform queuing and application execution. Recently, mainframes have found a 
new use as servers in three tier architectures. 
Strengths: 
• Improve flexibility in deployment and design and performance for groups 
with a large number of users if compare to two tier applications. 
• The time of investing in designing and implementing components ts not 
wasted because applications can be shared. 
• The centralization of components for reuse has an added benefit. They 
become easier to redeploy and maintain when modifications are made, thus 
keeping pace with business needs. 
• Encapsulation of application's services into components enables large. 
complex applications to be broken down into more manageable pieces. 
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Weaknesses: 
• Complicated infrastructure, high costs, multiple vendors. 
• The development environment is more difficult to use. 
3.3.2 APPLICATION PLATFORM 
Different kinds of application will run in different platfom1. An operating system is 
the software that controls the overall activity of a computer and ensures that all parts 
of a computer system work together smoothly and efficiently. 
3.3.2. t UNIX 
Traditionally used on minicomputers and workstations in the academic community, 
UNIX is now available on personaJ computers and the business community has 
started to choose UNIX for its openness. UNIX has evolved as a kind of large 
freeware product with many extensions and new ideas provided in a variety of 
versions of UNIX by different companies, universities and individuals. 
UNIX. like other operating systems, is a layer between the hardware and the 
applications that run on the computer. UNIX has many built-in security features to 
protect information from bemg accidentally deleted or accessed by unauthorized 
users. It has functions that manage the hardware and the executing of appltcations 
UNIX mcludes the traditional operating system components. 
One of the greatest strength of L~IX is the consistent way in which it treats files. 
Users do not need to learn special commands for C\ery new task when working with 
files. Besides, UNIX IS able to combine functions and commands. It is available as 
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free software and open system for total user control. However, it is hard to install and 
set up than most other operating systems. It is case scnsiti\e and non-sensible syntax. 
3.3.2.2 LINUX 
Linux is a UNIX-based operating system that available on the Internet. It is almost 
free to relatively inexpensive. It can be downloaded off the Internet which makes it 
free or close to it. Many companies such as Red Hat, Corel and Mandrake. create 
easy-to-use versions of Linux that can be purchased. 
Linux is more stable than other modem operating systems. It is truly multi-user and 
multi-tasking and comes with commercial-grade applications that make office work 
simple. Furthermore, bugs can be fixed quickly. However, Linux is hard to install, 
learn and use. As a result. there is no one commercial company is responsible for 
Linux and it is not as popular as Windows. 
3.3.2.3 WINDOWS NT 
Microsoft Windows NT is one of the powerful operating systems for business 
computing that provides ad\ anced net\vorking and security features. It combmes the 
ease-of-use of Windows 95 with the power and reliability of Windows NT. It is also 
a powerful operating system that reliable, secured, multithreaded. symmetric 
processing and support client/server system and some peer-to-peer networks. 
Wmdows NT is a complete platform available for building and hosting v.:cb based 
appltcatton. It 1s used to publtsh and share information securely over corporate 
Intranet and Internet. It can control the access control of user in acccsstng certain file 
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or application. Besides, it supports a wide range of networks protocol and Remote 
Access Protocol. This makes it easy for us to develop the distributed application. 
Windows NT also enables the capabi lities of integrating applications on a single 
computer or even across multiple computers. Apart from that, thousands of bugs 
have not been found and fixed. Windows NT requues a special hardware drivers and 
many devices will never be supported. 
3.3.2.4 WINDOWS 2000 
Windows 2000 (W2K) is a commercial version of Microsoft's evolving Windows 
operating system. It is designed to appeal to small busmess and profess10nal users as 
well as to the more technical and larger business market for which the NT was 
designed. The Windows 2000 product line consists of four products: Windows 2000 
ProfessiOnal, Windows 2000 Server, Windows 2000 Advanced Server and Windows 
2000 Datacenter Server. 
Windows 2000 is stable, reliable, strong security and corporate-management 
capabilities. It enables a company to set up virtual private networks, to encrypt data 
locally or on the network and to give users access to shared files in a consistent way 
from any network computer. It also enhanced features for notebooks mcluding hot 
swapping of PC Cards. Nevertheless, it is expensiVe and fai rl y hefty hardware 
requirements. 
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3.3.3 MARKUP LANGUAGE 
3.3.3.1 HTl\1L 
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the coding language used to create 
Hypertext documents for use on the World Wide Web. Without HTML, the World 
Wide Web would not exist. It allows the mdiYidual clements on the Web to be 
brought together and presented as a collection. In addition to being a markup 
language for displaying text, images, and multimedja, HTML provides instructions to 
Web browsers in order to control how documents are viewed and how they relate to 
each other. HTML also can show database record in the Internet and get response 
from other users. 
However, HTML is a static web page where the content will never change. Web 
authors today face significant challenges when makmg their Web pages interactive. 
The static nature of HTML pages limits the1r creative choices and interactive 
components can be difficult to build. Nom1ally, HTML files are "interpreted" in a 
user's web browser (on the client side). 
3.3.3.2 DHTI\1L 
Dynamic HTML is developed by Netscape and the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C), is based entirely on industry-standard HTML and Java. It is a collective term 
for a combination of new HTML tags and options, style sheets and programming that 
create Web pages more animated and more rcsponSJ\e to user mteraction. It specifies 
exactly how text and images will b~ displayed on a web page and allows web pages 
to react to the end users' input. 
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Dynamic HTML gives authors creative control so that they can manipulate any page 
element and change styles. positioning and content at any time. New features in 
Dynamic HTML, such as absolute positioning, give designers and deveJopcrs greater 
control over the look and feel of web pages. It also allows Web documents to look 
and act like desktop applications or multimedia productions. Users may add their 
own VBScript and JavaScript inside HTML to make it become a dynam1c HTML. 
3.3.3.3 XML 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language for documents containing 
structured informatiOn. Structured information contains both content such as words 
and pictures and some indication of what role that content plays. It describes a class 
of data objects called XML documents which are stored on computers and partially 
describes the behavior of programs that process these objects. It uses Document Type 
Definition (DTD) or an XML Schema to describe the data. 
XML was developed by the SGML Editorial Board fom1ed under the auspices of the 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) beginning in 1996. XML became a W3C 
Recommendation on February lOth. I 998. Th1s means that XML has been reviewed 
and approved by the members of the W3C. XML is therefore deemed "stable" and 
ready for widespread deployn1ent. A Recommendation is the highest level a W3C 
document can be assibrned. 
XML allO\\S the author to define his own tags and his own document !)tructures. It is 
free, extensible and going to be everywhere. It will be as important to the future of 
the Web as 1 lTML has been to the foundation of the Web. It is believed to be the 
most common tool for uti data manipulation and data tnmsmission. 
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3.3.3.4 VRML 
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) is a standard file format for 
representing 3-dimensional (30) interactive vector graphics, designed particularly 
\\ith the World Wide Web in mind. VRML is a text file format where, e.g., vertices 
and edges for a 30 polygon can be specified along with the surface color, image-
mapped textures, shininess, transparency, and so on. Animations, sounds, lighting, 
and other aspects of the virtual world can interact with the user or may be triggered 
by external events such as ttmers. A special Script Node allows adding program code 
(e.g., written in Ja\a or JavaScript (ECMAScript)) to a VRML file. 
3.3.4 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
3.3.4.1 J avaScript 
A simple and first scripting language developed by Netscape to enable greater 
interactivity in Web pages. It shares some characteristics with Java but is 
independent. It was designed to resemble Java, which in tum looks a lot like C and 
C+-1-. The difference is that Java was built as a general-purpose obJect language, 
while JavaScript is intended to pro\ 1de a quicker and simpler language for enhancing 
W cb page::; and servers. 
Ja\aScript is embedded as a small program in a web page that is interpreted and 
executed by the Web client. Besides that, it can be used to fully control Nctscapc and 
Microsoft Web browsers, including all the familiar browser attributes. It is designed 
for usc by web dcstgner to dynamically script the behavior of objects running on 
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either the client or the server. It also interacts with HTML, enabling dynamtc content 
and motion thus makes Web pages interactive in a \ariety of ways. 
3.3.4.2 PHP 
PHP. depending on who you talk to, either stands for Personal Horne Page or for 
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor is a general purpose language. It is normally put to use 
as an html-embedded scripting language for usc on the web. With the current 
direction of the Web, it is easily being adapted to writing out all fonns of XML 
content as welL It was originaUy developed as a set of server-side modules to 
perform some specific Web-server tasks on small, Unix-based Web servers. 
PHP is a widely used Open Source server-side general-purpose scripting language 
that is especially suited for Web development. It is free and easy to implement, to 
learn and to use. It runs on almost any platforms and can be used as a standalone 
executable or as a module under a variety of web server::;. It has excellent support for 
databases, XML, LDAP, IMAP, Java, various Internet protocols and general data 
mampulation. lt ts aJso extenstble via its powerful API. 
3.3.5 WEB APPLICATION DEVELOP;\'IENT TOOLS 
3.3.5.1 Microsoft Front Page 
Microsoft FrontPage is a Web authoring tool designed for non-programmers to build 
the pages for a Web site. It is a member of the Mtcrosoft Office family. and looks 
and works hke other Office applications. Microsoft front Page adds value to create 
web application by adding the visual components that's misstng from Visual 
lntcrDcv 
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It provides a WYSIWYG environment for editing pages that does not require any 
programming knowledge and skills. Therefore, users can quickly generate HTML by 
using Microsoft Front Page. A lot of time is saved and frustration spent on getting 
complicated HTML page layout is properly adjusted. In addttion, it also supports 
many modem technologies, such as HTML 4.0, Cascading Style Sheet (CSS), 
ActiveX Controls, JavaScript, VB Script, theme and Dynamic HTML effects. 
3.3.5.3 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX is a program for conductmg and managing Web sites 
where at its core is HTML, a language containing a series tag that defines the 
structure of a Web page. It is a deceptively easy tool to develop and manage any web 
site or Internet application whether it is built with HTML, XHTML, XML, Web 
services, ColdFusion, ASP.NET, ASP, JSP or PHP. 
A powerful tool, but also an industrial-strength application and making it a favorite 
among Web design professional. It supports cross platform development 
environment for J2EE and .NET. It has built-in functionality and can be as easy or as 
complex as we desire. It also enhances codmg features such as code hmts, color-
coding, code validation and tag editors by providmg a complete control over code 
and design. 
However, there are some limitations v.hen working in layout view. It is not possible 
to mscrt a layer on your page and to convert from tables to layer:> when working in 
layout view. 
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3.3.6 DATABASE MANAGEMENT LANGUAGE 
3.3.6.1 MySQL 
MySQL is a true multi-user, multi-threaded SQL database server. It is an Open 
Source (GPL) Standard Query Language (SQL) database that is fast, reliable, easy to 
use and suitable for applications of any size. 
MySQL can easily be integrated into Perl programs by using the Perl DBI (DataBase 
Independent interface) module. DBI is an Application Program Interface (APT) that 
allows Perl to connect to and query a number of SQL databases. In addition to 
supporting standard SQL (ANSI), it compiles on a number of platforms and has 
multithreading abilities on UNIX servers. For non-Unix people, MySQL can be run 
as a service on Windows NT and as a normal process in Windows 95/98 machines. 
It is relatively clean where no huge grammar quirks, simple privilege administration. 
It does not have a slew of admmistrative tasks to put up, so it is easy to maintain and 
upgrade. 
3.3.7 WEB SERVER 
A Web server is a computer and associated software that is attached full time to the 
Internet. 
3.3.7.1 Apache Web Server 
As an open source ~ cb-scrvcr, the Apache server benefits from many contributions 
from \\Cb developers. It is available in the fom1 of modules and is supported in many 
commercial distnbutions. It is also available on many platfom1s in both binary and 
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source code format and has earned the reputation of being the most reliable Web 
server available. 
It is a freeware available at www.apache.org, reliably and quietly serves more than 
60 percent of the currently posted websites. It provides cross-platform support where 
Apache can run on Windows, OS/2 and aU the major variants of UNIX. Moreover, it 
complies with the newest level of the Hypertext Transport Protocol, HTTP 1.1. Free 
support is provided through a bug reporting system and several Usenet newsgroups. 
The weaknesses of this server are: lacking of visuals, wizards and/or browser based 
administration tools and more extensive technical support requires the purchase of 
thjrd party supports. 
3.3.7.2 Microsoft Internet Information Server 
Microsoft Internet Information Server (liS) provides a transactional-based Web 
server that is tightly integrated with Microsoft's Windows NT and Windows 2000 
Server operating systems. With liS, Microsoft includes a set of programs for building 
and administering Web sites, a search engine and support for writing Web-based 
applications that access databases. Microsoft also includes special capabi lities for 
server administrators designed to appeal to Internet service providers (lSPs). 
The advantages of TIS can be separated into two camps, which are the additional 
functionality in managing and developing application functionality and the 
improvement in HTTP-related service areas. The advancement for the application 
development side includes transactional-based applications, process isolations, 
ActiveX Data Object (ADO) and new development tools. While the advancements in 
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the HTTP services area enable liS to manage multiple Web sites, tailor site or 
application specific settings. 
liS is a well-integrated server administration tools that provides a high-speed, secure 
platform for publishing information on internal networks or Internet. It is easy to 
configure to enable multiple machines to share the load and deliver more reliable 
web services. The Transactional Active Server Page feature of TIS allows application 
with scripts and components to perform multiple actions. liS will automatically 
backs up the server to the start of the transaction if a failure occurs during a 
particular transaction. 
3.3.8 WEB BROWSER 
Web browsers are the main GUis for communicating with the Internet and the Web. 
Browsers locate Web sites and pages via their unique URLs and display their 
contents to let user to view and explores information on the web. 
3.3.8.1 Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) is one of the major browsers that lnternet users 
utilize to navigate the Web to view WWW documents and access the Internet taking 
advantage of text formatting, hypertext links, images, sounds, motion and other 
features. It comes with the Microsoft Windows operating system and can also be 
downloaded from Microsoft's Web site. The customizing and the setup parameters of 
IE are found in the sequence Tools =>Internet Options. 
Internet Explorer 6.0 is the standard browser in the latest version of Windows 
(Windows XP). It includes Outlook Express as its e-mail tool, provides a flexible, 
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private and reliable browsing experience of the Internet for users of Windows 
Millennium Edition (Windows Me), Windows 2000 Professional, Windows 98 and 
Windows 98 Second Edition and Windows NT® 4.0 Workstation. 
3.3.8.2 Netscape 
Nowadays, Netscape is one of the two most popular Web browsers that Internet users 
used to serve the Web. It is now part of America Online (AOL). Netscape, as well as 
Internet Explorer are currently the leading "graphical browsers" in the world. This 
means that they facil itate the viewing of graphics such as images and video and 
more. Besides that, it offers the ability to e-mail documents, download them to 
diskette, print them and keep track of where user has been and sites that user wants to 
"bookmark". Netscape was the predominant product in terms of usability and number 
of users at the beginning, but Microsoft's browser is generally considered superior by 
many users and it has taken a significant lead in usage. 
Netscape's browser was called "Navigator". It was developed by a team led by Marc 
Andreessen in 1995, who created Mosaic, the first Web browser that had a graphical 
user interface. The latest version of the Netscape browser can be downloaded from 
Netscape's Web site at no charge. The customizing and the setup parameters of 
Netscape Communicator are found in the sequence Edit => Preferences. On the other 
hand, Netscape has a smart browsing feature and its Netcenter that are useful for 
searching the Internet. 
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3.3.8.3 Opera 
Opera is a Web browser that provides some advantages over the two most popular 
browsers- Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Communicator. Much smaller in 
size, Opera is known for being fast and stable. It offers the same capabilities of the 
more popular browsers including integrated searches and instant messaging, support 
for JavaScript, cascading style sheets (CSS) and mail. 
Opera is free for downloading to all supported platforms. It is available for a number 
of operating systems such as BeOS, Linux, Mac OS, Solaris, Symbian OS and 
Windows. However, it is being promoted for use in hand-held Internet devices 
because it is so compact. 
3.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter has reveals the strengths and weaknesses of each system development 
model, which is important in making a justification on selected software process 
model. As a result, the V Model has been chosen as a guideline throughout the life 
cycle of E-Thesis. 
Besides that, infonnation is also collected on the recent software technology. Then, a 
decision will be making to choose the most feasible development tools to implement 
E-Thesis based on the comparison of each features. An appropriate software model 
and suitable development tools will define the successful of the project. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDING (ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION) 
4.1 INFORMATION GATHERING METHOD 
~ 4.1.1 Internet Research 
Internet is the main resource to search for information that related to Plagiarism 
Detector. Internet Research offers more valuable information than any other 
infonnation gathering method by providing a wide range of electronic media or 
sources such as online articles, online journals, online directories and etc. The new 
breed fact-finding technique provides helpful alternative to search information and 
gain knowledge required in the development cycle. Major search engines such as 
Google, Excite and Yahoo enable relevant information sites to be viewed easily. The 
review of the existing system from the internet also provides the important 
information to know the common and the different features of the existing systems. 
~ 4.1.2 Discussion With Supervisor 
Discussions have been made with supervisor from time to time for smoothing out the 
progress of project. Further details and idea on how to develop Plagiarism Detector 
are gained from discussion. Furthermore, supervisor also gives advices, guidance and 
supports to explore more advance knowledge and to improve project performance. 
~ 4.1.3 Conversation with Friends 
Informal conversation with friends would be able to get the opinions from the point 
of view of a system user to get extra information. Each person will probably have a 
different view of Plagiarism Detector because each person will interact with the 
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system differently when it is built. Therefore, the data collected and reported by the 
system addresses the needs of vary users. 
4.2 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment. Therefore, it is a statement of the services or functions that Virtual 
Reality Application for Hypermarket should provide, how the system reacts to 
particular inputs and how it should behave in particular situation (Sommerville, 
1995]. Further function requirement also describes how the system shown behaves 
given the certain stimuli. Modules are incorporated and integrated into the system 
with details during the analysis offunctional requirements. 
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Figure 4.1: Use Case Diagram of Virtual Reality Application for Hypermarket 
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4.2.1 User 
Register 
This system should be able to provide register function for user to register as a 
member to have more privilege. Figure 2 show the use case diagram of register 
function and Table I below illustrated its use case description in details. 
User 
Figure 4.2: Use Case Diagram of Register 
Table 4.1: Register Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
]. Use Case Register 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user to register as a member. 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a non-registered user for this system 
5. Post-conditions A new member is register successfully. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions A new member cannot be registered. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success 1. User activates the register function by clicking on 
Scenario "Register" Button. 
2. User is required to enter his/her email address and 
password for login to the system after registered. 
3. Once the user click on save button, the new member 
information will add to the database 
8. Extensions 2a. If the email address entered by the user is existed in 
database, user is required to use another email 
address. 
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Search 
This system should be able to provide search file function for user to search the fi les 
which are needed in the database. User can search the files based on the keywords of 
the files they needed. Figure 3 show the use case diagram of search function and 
Table t below illustrated its use case description in details. 
User 
Figure 4.3: Use Case Diagram of Search 
Table 4.2: Search F iles Use C ase Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Search 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user search fi les which stored in the database 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a registered or non-regjstered user for this 
system 
5. Post-conditions Related file information will be returned to the user. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions No fi le information is returned to the user. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success I. User search the specify fiJe by using fiJe properties -
Scenario keywords. 
2. AIJ of the files, either partially match or fully match 
will be returned to the user. 
8. Extensions 2a. No fi1e will be returned if no match in database. 
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Buy 
This system should be able to provide buy funct ion for user to buy the things. User 
can anything in the system that show to evetyone. Figure 4 show the use case 
diagram of buy function and Table 3 below illustrated its use case description in 
details. 
Fi ure 4.4: Use Case Dia ram of Bu 
Table 4.3: Buy Items Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Buy 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user buy thing through the system 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a registered or non-registered user for this 
system 
5. Post-conditions User can buy the things. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions Failure to buy things. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success 1. User adds the things in to shopping cart. 
Scenario 
8. Extensions 2a. No any extensions. 
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View Result 
This system should be able to provide view result function for user to view the files 
information after operate the search function. The file information which will be 
display is the location of the files and keywords of the files. Figure 5 show the use 
case diagram of view result function and Table 4 below illustrated its use case 
description in detai ls. 
User 
Figure 4.5: Use Case Diagram of View Result 
Table 4.4: View Result Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case View Result 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user view the information of the files related 
with the keywords entered after operating search function. 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a registered or non-registered user for this 
system 
5. Post-conditions The fi les information and the percentage of VR 
(success) apllication displayed after operating search fw1ction. 
6. Post-conditions No information display after the search function lS 
(failure) operated. 
7. Main Success I. The files infom1ation which included the location of 
Scenario the files and keywords of the files from the search 
result displayed. 
8. Extensions I a. No information display from the search resu lt. 
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Login 
This system should be able to provide login function for user to login to the system. 
Figure 6 show the use case diagram of login function and Table 5 below illustrated 
its use case description in details. 
User 
Figure 4.6: Use Case Diagram of Login 
Table 4.5: User Login Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Login 
2. Primary Actor User 
3. Goal To allow user to login to the system. 
4. Pre-conditions The user is a registered user for this system 
5. Post-conditions A member is login to the system successfully. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions A member cannot login to the system. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success l. The user input their emai l address and password in the 
Scenario related fields. 
2. User activate the login function by clicking on the 
"Login" button 
8. Extensions 3a. The system will not proceed to other pages if the user 
unable to input the correct email address and 
password 
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4.2.2 Administrator 
Login 
This system should be able to provide login function for admin to login to the system. 
Figure 7 show the use case diagram of login function and Table 6 below illustrated 
its use case description in details. 
Admin 
Figure 4.7: Use Case Diagram of Login 
Table 4.6: Admin Login Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Login 
2. Prirnary Actor Admin 
3. Goal To allow admin to login to the system. 
4. Pre-conditions The people is the stuff of the hyperrnarket 
5. Post-conditions An admin is login to the system successfully. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions An admin cannot login to the system. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success The admin enter thei r usemame and password correctly. 
Scenario 
8. Extensions The system will not proceed to other pages if the admin 
unable to input the correct usemame and password 
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Add/Update 
Thjs system should be able to provide add/update function for admin to insert the 
data of items or goods into the database. Figure 8 shows the use case diagram of 
add/update function and Table 7 below ilJustrated its use case description in details. 
Admin 
Figure 4.8: Use Case Diagram of Add/Update 
Table 4.7: Add/Update Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Add/Update 
2. Primary Actor Admin 
3. Goal To allow admin insert the data of items or goods into the 
database 
4. Pre-conditions The people is the stuff of the hypennarket 
5. Post-conditions An admin is adding /updating the data successfully 
(success) 
6. Posl-condi lions An admin cannot add /update the data 
(failure) 
7. Main Success The admin enter their usemame and password correctly in 
Scenario the login page. 
8. Extensions The information entered by admin cannot be captured by 
the system. 
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Delete 
This system should be able to provide delete function for the admin to delete the 
data .. Figure 9 show the use case diagram of delete files function and Table 8 below 
illustrated its use case description in details. 
Admin 
Figure 4.9: Use Case Diagram of Delete 
Table 4.8: Delete Files Use Case Description 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case Delete 
2. Primary Actor Admin 
3. Goal To allow admin to delete data. 
4. Pre-conditions The people is the stuff of the hypermarket 
5. Post-conditions The data which is saved in the database are deleted 
(success) successfully. 
6. Post-conditions The data which is saved in the database cannot be deleted. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success Admin activates the delete function. 
Scenario 
8. Extensions The file which is chosen to delete cannot be deleted 
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View Customer Profile 
This system should be able to provide view customer profile function for the admin 
to view the data of the user. Figure I 0 show the use case diagram of view customer 
profile function and Table 9 below illustrated its use case description in details. 
Admin 
Figure 4.10: Use Case Diagram of View Customer Profile 
a e . : mm eee es se T bl 4 9 Ad . D 1 t Fil U C ase D . ti escn p on 
No Subject Description 
1. Use Case View Customer Profile 
2. Primary Actor Admin 
3. Goal To allow admin to view the user/customer profile. 
4. Pre-conditions The people is the admin of the hypermarket 
5. Post-conditions The user/customer profile can view by adrnin. 
(success) 
6. Post-conditions The user/customer profile cannot view by admin. 
(failure) 
7. Main Success The admin enter their username and password correctly. 
Scenario 
8. Extensions The user/customer profi le wi ll not appear. 
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4.3 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Non- functional requirement are the constraints and restrictions under which the 
system must operate and the standards which must met by the delivered system. It 
describes a restriction on the system that limits one choice for constructing a solution 
to the problem. Following are some of the non-functional requirement of the Virtual 
Reality Application for Hypermarket: 
4.3.1 Usability 
This system should be easy-to-use and easy-to-learn for all users wheater their 
computer knowledge level is high or low. The system design should be simple and 
understandable for users. Therefore the users can easily learn how to use the system 
without attending any training and the using of such system will not cause pressure 
to user such as ease of memorizing the steps taken to perform any facility and the 
web pages navigation. 
4.3.2 .Performance 
The system should be able to respond fast and accurately after receiving users' 
request. The search result with the percentage of plagiarism should be showed with 
accurately within 10 seconds after receiving the request from user. The upload fi le 
process should be able done within I 0 seconds. 
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4.3.3 Reliability 
The system should be available all the time. The system failure should be able to be 
fixed within a day and the failure should not affect to other functions in the system 
such as the failure in upload file function should not affect the search function. The 
system must also be stable where it must not be easily crashed. 
4.3.4 Portability 
The system should be able to access by all the users at any time and any place by 
using a personal computer or laptop with internet access and there is Internet browser 
installed in the machine. 
4.3.5 Maintainability 
The system maintenance will required more efforts if the system is not designed 
according to good programming practices. The system design and the system 
funct ion coding should be created follow a standard such as the function naming 
standard so that the code is easy to understand and trace for the future maintenance 
of the system can be done easily. If the system errors occurred, it should also be able 
to correct easi ly within a short period and if the user requirement is changed, it 
should be able to enhance easily. 
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CHAPTERS 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
System design is done in order to determine the features of the system, components 
and processes in a system and as appearance to the users. System requirements 
defined in the previous chapter are translated into a system specification to build 
complete and executable "Virtual Reality Hypermarket Application". 
Design is a creative process of transforming the problem into a solution, the 
description of a solution is also called design. The reasons of doing the system design 
are shown as below: 
);> Detailed design specification with specific logical design clements that describe 
features of a system such as input, output, database and process. 
);> Meet user requirement in terms of appropriate procedures performance, proper 
fom1 presentation, accurate and reliable results and appropriate of interaction 
method. 
~ Build on easy-to-use application with specific design that required favorable 
human engineering, physically comfortable and contributes to user's 
effectiveness. 
);> Confirm a design and specification that is accordance to prescribed rules and 
practices of a system. 
Design phases focus both on the logical and physical or technical aspects of the 
system. Using the information obtained from the system analysis phase, the designers 
propose a new system that will solve the users' processing problems or meet their 
current and future needs. The design phase synthesizes the various parts into a 
variable, working system. The design will include database, function or process and 
other dynamic aspects of the system. The design will specify how the various 
functions will be integrated as well as the input or output design and interface design. 
5.1 Conceptual and Technical Design 
To transform requirements into a working system, designers must satisfy both 
customers and system developers. The customers understand what the system is to 
do. 
At the same time, the system developers must understand how the system is to work. 
For this reason, design is really a two-part interactive process. First, a conceptual 
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design or a system design that tells the customers exactly what the system will do is 
produced. Once the customer approves the conceptual design, it is translated into 
much more the actual hardware and software needed to solve the customer's 
problem. 
5.1.1 Conceptual Design 
The conceptual design describes the system in language that the customer can 
understand, rather than in computer jargon and technical terms. For example, the 
customer may be told what a menu on a display screen will give users access to the 
system functions. The conceptual design may even list acceptable user responses and 
the actions that may result. However, the customer is not told how the data are stored 
or what kind of database management system wi ll pcrfom1 data manipulation. 
A good conceptual design should have the following characteristic: 
~ It is written in the customer's language 
);> It contains no technical jargon 
~ It describes the functions of the system. 
~ It is independent of implementation. 
~ It is linked to the requirement documents. 
In other words the conceptual design enables the customer to understand what the 
system will do by explaining the observable external characteristics of the system. 
5.1.2 Technical Design 
The technical design describes the hardware configuration, the software needs, the 
communications interfaces, the input and output of the system, the network 
architecture, and anything else that translates the requirements into a solution to the 
customer's problem. That is, the technical design description is a technical picture of 
the system specification. It usually includes at least the following items. 
);> A description of the major hardware components and their functions. 
~ The hierarchy and function of the software components. 
~ The data structures and the data flow. 
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5.1 .3 System Architecture 
Virtual Reality Hypermarket Application is considered two-tier architecture actually 
has three parts a client, a server, and a protocol. The protocol bridges the gap 
between the client and server tiers. The two-tier design is very effective for network 
programming as well as for GUI program in which you can allocate functionality to 
the host. 
Figure 5.1 System Architecture 
5.2 System Structured Chart 
Structured charts are used during architectural design to document hierarchical 
structure, parameters and interconnection in a system. A structure chart differs from a 
flow chart in two ways, a structure chart has no decision boxes, and the sequential 
ordering of tasks inherent in a flow chart can be expressed in a structure chart. 
Below is the structured chart of the application system. 
VR Hypermarkct 
System 
I 
I I 
Design E-commerce page 
I-- Map 1- Login 
1- Virtual Environment 1-- Edit Inventory 
.____ Shop 1- ViewCart 
'---- V1ew Item 
Fi!,rtLre 5.2: Structured chart of the application system 
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5.3 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagramming is a means of representing a system at any level of detail 
with a graphic network of symbols showing data flows, data stores, data processes, 
and data sources destination. The data flow approach emphasizes the logic 
underlying the system. The purpose of data flow diagram is to provide a semantic 
bridge between users and system developers. The diagrams are: 
~ Graphical, eliminating thousands of words 
~ Logical representations, modeling what a system does, rather than physical 
models showing how it does it. 
~ Hierarchical, showing systems at any level of detail 
»- Jargon less, allowing user understanding and reviewing. 
The goal of data flow diagramming is to have a commonly understood model of a 
system. The diagram are the basis of structured system analysis such as data structure 
diagrams, data dictionaries, and procedure-representing techniques such as decision 
tables, decision trees, and structured English. 
Below are the Data Flow Diagrams: 
DFD: Context Diagram 
0 
User Order Hypermarket VR 
User Management Administrator 
Hypermarket . 
Application View Application 
\.. 
Figure 5.3: Context Diagram of the application system 
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DFD: Level-0 
/ 1.0 " 
Input data / 2.0 
" 
Logln Edit 
lnput data Inventory 
' 
,/ 
' 
./ 
Update data 
Administrator 
data User data User detail 
Administrator User 
,__ 
Db 
VR Hypennarket 
.. Database 
View map Check Item Item info 
View View 
environment product 
~ ~ 
/ 6.0 / 5.0 / 4.0 '\ r 3.0 " 
Virtual View Cart Map 
Environment 
View Item 
/ 
' 
../ 
' 
/ 
' 
/ 
Figure 5.4: Diagram 0 of the application system 
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5.4 User Interface Design 
The interface is the infrastructure of the application. All online and offline web sites 
and application have an infrastructure that like the component parts together so that 
users understand what is contained in the system, how the information is organize, 
and what they need to do activate the separate pieces. An analog that is often used 
refers to navigation within the application and the routes that the users can explore. 
Interface is used in many differences of purpose such as for searching, as a tool, 
browsers, learning and entertaining. In designing interface, four factors have to be 
considered in order to make the interface look attractive and easy to navigate. It is 
also important to keep the interface simple in order to keep the users interested. If 
want to make "Virtual Reality Hyperrnarket Application" to be widely accepted and 
used effectively. The user interfaces need to be designed. The interface should 
address several key elements: 
~ Metaphors - the fundamental images and concepts that can be recognized and 
learned. 
~ A mental model - the organization and representation of data, function. tasks and 
roles. 
~ The navigation rules for the model - how to move among data, function, 
activities, and roles. 
~ Look - the characteristics of the system's appearance that convey information to 
the user. 
~ Feel - the interaction techniques that provide an appealing experience for the 
user. 
Interface design is important for several reasons. First of all the intuitive the user 
interface the easier it is to use, and the easier it is use the cheaper it is. The better the 
user interface the easier it is to train people to use it, reducing the training cost. The 
better the user interface the more users will like to use it, increasing their satisfaction 
with the system. 
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5.5 Template and 30 View 
Figure 5.5: 3D View 
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Figure 5.6: Home Template (prototype) 
Sbop Computer Accesories 
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Product 
#2 
Product 
#3 
Figure 5.7: VR Shop Template (prototype) 
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Chapter 6 - SYSTEM TESTING 
6.1 Introduction 
The main function of testing is to establish the presence of defects in a 
program and to judge whether the program is usable in real application. Nevertheless, 
testing can only demonstrate the presence of errors. It cannot show that there is no 
error in the program. Therefore, a more suitable approach must be chosen to reduce 
the possibility of errors in a program. 
Bottom-up approach is adopted in system testing for "Virtual Reality 
Application for Hypennarket". Each module at the lowest level of the system 
hierarchy is tested individually. Then, all the tested modules would be related to the 
next module testing. This approach is repeated until all the modules are tested 
successfully. 
6.2 Testing Process 
In general, the testing process of VR Hypennarket can be shown in the 
following figure. All the details will be further explained in subsequent sub-sections. 
Unit 
Testing 
Module 
Testing 
Figure 6-1 Testing Process 
6.2.1 Types of Testing 
6.2.1.1 Unit Testing 
Integration 
Testing 
System J 
Testing 
• Unit test is the process to test the individual component to ensure that they 
function properly. Each component is tested independently without the 
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• 
6.2.1.2 
interference from other system components. Unit test is performed 
concurrently with the development process. 
Techniques used during the process of performing unit testing are as follows: 
0 Code Review 
Before a .wrl ftle is compiled into VRML, codes are reviewed line by 
line to discover any syntax error as well as semantic error. If errors 
are discovered, they are corrected immediately. 
o Compilation ofVRML 
This method is faster compared to code review techniques and it is 
efficient in discovering errors. During the compilation, the VRML 
compiler will detect type of errors in a program and display the error 
type as well as the line number in which the error occurs. 
o Other techniques 
The images that use to texture to the objects are usually save in a 
same folder. This is because to avoid the different directory in 
different PC. If not the image will be become invisible and cannot 
view by the user. 
Module Testing 
Module testing is performed without other system modules. A module 
consists of a collection of dependent components to perform a particular task or 
function. Different possible test cases are applied to the module and the test results 
would be verified. Unusual results will be analyzed and they would help in 
debugging sub-modules in order to produce the desired output. 
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6.2.1.3 Integration Test 
Integration test is needed when all modules arc integrated. The main focus in 
integration test is to navigate the interfaces repeatedly to detect any interface 
mismatch problem. 
Several important aspects are checked to ensure that the flow of the data in 
VR Hypermarket is well organized and are user friendly to all the system users. 
6.2. 1.4 System Test 
The sub-systems are integrated to make the entire system. Therefore, the 
main purpose in system testing is to fmd errors that result from unanticipated 
interactions between sub-systems. Besides, it is used to validate whether the system 
meets its functional and non-functional requirement. 
Problems might occur by the time the new developed system is integrated to 
existing system. There are few possibilities that might lead to this mismatch of both 
new and old system 
• Interface mismatch 
As VR Hypermarket is a totally separate system, VR Hypermarket has its 
own set of interfaces. Therefore, no interface mismatch occurs. The virtual 
environment is embedded in the .html interface. Therefore, no interface 
mismatch occurs. 
• Data type mismatch 
VR I Iypermarket has its own database to store data needed to handle the 
systems operation. Besides that, for the beginning stage, administrator' 
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personal information including their login name, and password are retrieved 
from the same database. 
Finally, a performance test is performed to compare the integrated modules 
with the non-functional system requirements. These requirements include security, 
interoperability, flexibility and reliability. 
6.3 Conclusion 
Testing on a system had been done successfully. Testing is important for ensuring 
the functionality of the system of the system has run correctly follow the user 
requirement. 
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Chapter 7- System Implementation 
7.1 Introduction 
System implementation in software development is a process to convert 
system requirements into program codes. The initial stage of system implementation 
involves setting up the development environment. This includes setting up 
development tools to facil itate the system implementation. 
Generally, the development environment is suited according to different 
development phases, which can be categorized into system design, system 
development and report writ ing process. 
7.1.1 System Design 
Although system design is clearly stated in chapter 5, nevertheless, during the 
initial stage of system development, a number of considerations and adjustments 
were done to the initial system design in order to match the actual needs and 
requirements. 
7.1.2 System Development 
The basic tools used for the system development are: 
i. YRMLPad 
II. SQLyog 
Ill. Appserv 
iv. Room Arranger 
V. 30 Studio Max 
vi. Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Image creation Tool) 
vii. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX (Editor and interface creation tool) 
viii. Macromedia Flash MX (Banner Creation Tool) 
ix. Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 (Web browser) 
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7.1.3 Report Writing 
All the problems encountered, together with solutions found throughout the 
processes (from system implementation until system evaluation) were recorded as 
well as result from system testing and system integration. 
7.2 System Coding- Coding Approach, Style and Scripting 
Language 
7.2.1 Database Implementation 
For "Virtual Reality Application for Hypermarket (VR Hypermarket)", the 
database is stored in a PC in which SQLyog was installed. SQLyog is compatible 
with MySQL 4.1.7 .Any data creation, updates or data retrieval will be connected 
directly to the database server through MySql. 
The database includes tables to keep users' details including users' 
authentications information. VR Hyperrnarket is an application that mixes 
e-commcrce and 30 virtual environment together. After the VR Hypermarket is 
completed and tested successfully, all the raw data were flush from the database. All 
the unnecessary tables were eliminated from VR Hypcrrnarket database to avoid data 
overlapping and to reduce workload of the entire system when deployment. 
7.2.2 Application Server Configuration 
The Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain an 
open-source HTTP server for modem operating systems including UNIX and 
Windows NT. The goal of this project is to provide a secure, efficient and extensible 
server that provides HTTP services in sync with the current HTTP standards. 
Apache has been the most popular web server on t he Internet s i nce April 
1996. The 'lovcmber 2005 '\etcrafi Web Scncr S~_tnev found that more t han 70% 
of t he web s i tes on t he Internet are us ing Apache, thus mnking it mor e 
wi de l y used than alI other web server s comb ined. 
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7.2.3 Program Implementation 
7 .2.3 .I Coding Approach 
Top-down approach is chosen to break the big modules of VR Hypermarket into 
functions and procedures. All these small modules or functions are built and 
developed separately. In the beginning stage, all the java classes are designed using 
object-oriented methodology 
7.2.3.2 Coding Style 
PHP and HTML is used to develop the entire VR Hypermarket (while the virtual 
environment is using room arranger to generate the VRML code), with the php op('n 
source code. To increase the coding readability and to help in future enhancements, a 
page is formed by small pieces of files through the use of "require_once". This is 
very important as it reduces workload of system developers especially when they 
make changes on the layout of interfaces. Besides, it also enables system to be 
developed in shortest time as it allows few developers to work on separate modules 
at the same time. 
PHP Page 
A PHP page is formed by small pieces of files. Figure 7-1 indicated a PHP page 
(index.php), as all the pages include a several file of .php by using"_require once". 
Therefore, whenever there are changes in the header part, all the pages will be 
updated at the same time. This simplifies work done during correction or updates on 
pages. 
By using PHP class. the concept of inheritance and encapsulation can be 
manipulated thus it enhances class reusability that can lead to easier system 
expandability. 
<?php 
require once 'ltbrary/config.php'; 
requtrc once 'ltbrary'catcgory-functtons.php'; 
require once 'ltbrary'product-functtons.php': 
require once 'library/catt-functtons.php'; 
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$ SESSJON['shop_retum_url') - $ SERVER['REQUEST URI']; 
$catld 
$pdld 
(isset($_GET['c']) && $ GET['c') != 'I')? $_GET['c'J: 0: 
(isset($_GET['p']) && $ GET['p') != ")? $_GET['p']: 0; 
require once 'include/header.php'; 
?><style type "texucss"> 
<!--
body { 
background-image: url(images/star5.jpg): 
.style I { 
color: #CCOOOO: 
font-weight: bold; 
--> 
</style> 
<table width- "800" 
cellspacing="O"> 
<tr><td 
border" I" align="center" ccllpadding-"0" 
colspan "3"...-<object 
class1d "cls•d:D27CDB6E-A£6D-II cf-9688-444553540000" 
codebasc "http:Jidownload.macromed•a.coiTltpub/shockwave cabs flash 'swflash. 
cab#version=6,0,29,0" width="816" height=" 185"> 
<param name- "movie" value~"top.swf"> 
<param name="quality" value "high"> 
<embed src "top.swr• quality-"high" 
pluginspage="http://www.macromcdla.com/go/getflashplayer" 
type "applicatiollJx-shockwave-flash" w1dth "816" height-" 185" ·</embed> 
<'object>< td> 
</tr> 
<tr bgcolor="#FFFFCC"> 
<td>&nbsp:</td> 
<td><tablc width=" I 00%" border " I"> 
<tr> 
<td><a href="indcx.php"><img 
border=" I "></a><. td> 
<td>.-a href "VR cmbcded.php" 
src "imagcs/button/vr.jpg" border" I "></a></td> 
src="imagc~ button homc.jpg" 
target "_blank"><img 
<td><a hrcf="product.php" ><img src="images/button/product.jpg" 
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border=" I "></a></td> 
<td><a href-"us.php"><img src "imageslbutton/us.jpg" 
border=" I "></a></td> 
</tr> 
</table><. td><td>&nbsp:<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr valign "top"> 
<td Wtdtb=" 150" height="400" bgcolor="#FFFFCC'' 
id=" leftnav">&nbsp;</td> 
<td Wtdth="520" bgcolor="#CAC A FF"><table \\idth "100%" 
height=" I 00%" border="O"> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="2"><img 
height="225"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
src="imagcslstore.JPG" 
<td width="27%">&nbsp:</td> 
<td width="73%">&nbsp;<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
width "520" 
<ttl colspan="2"><span class=" style !">Thunderbird Hypermarket 
</span></td> 
<. tr> 
<tr> 
<td>&nbsp:</td> 
<td>&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<tcl>Nature of business: <ltd> 
<td> An one-stop station for all your groceries need. <ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td ·&nbsp:<. td> 
<td>&nbsp;</td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td >Contact Person: <ltd> 
<td>Mr. Amir <. td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
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VRML 
<td>Contact No.: <ltd> 
<td> 03-79676349</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td>Fax No.: <ltd> 
<td> 03-79 579249</td> 
<... tr> 
<Jtable><J td> 
<td width=" 130" bgcolor"#FFFFCC">&nbsp:<ltd> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<?php 
require once 'include/ footer.php': 
?> 
Figure 7-1: A PHP Page index.php 
For the VRML, it is using to generate the virtual environment. Below is the few 
sentences of VRML code. 
#VRML V2.0 utf8 
Worldlnfo { 
title "Virtual Reality Application llypermarket" 
info ["Author: Tang Wai Hung"] 
OEF WALK NAV Na\ tgattonlnfo I headlight FALSE avatarSizc [ 15, 
1.50 . . 5] type ("WALK", "ANY"]} 
OEF FLY NAV Navigationlnfo { headlight FALSE avatarSizc [.15, 
1.50 .. 5) type ["FLY" , "ANY")} 
Background { 
skyColor [0 0 I, 0.6 0.8 I, I I I ) 
sky Angle [ 1.5, 1.57] 
groundColor (0.7 0.8 0, 0.3 0.5 0] 
groundAngle [ 1.57] 
Transform { 
translation 0 -.12 0 
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children Shape { 
appearance Appearance {material Material {emissiveColor 0.3 
0.5 0.0 ditTuseColor 0 0 0 } } 
geometry Box {size 200 .2 200} 
DEF user I Viewpoint {description "Start" position 6.85 2.10 95 95 
orientation 0 I 0 -0.30} 
ROUTE userl.isBound TO WALK NAV.set bind 
DEF user2 Viewpoint {description "Book" position 1.75 2.10 27.35 
orientation 0 I 0-2.51} 
ROUTE user2.isBound TO WALK_ NAV.set bind 
DEF user3 Viewpoint {description "Apparel" position 3.85 1.60 11.55 
orientation 0 I 0 -2.88} 
ROUTE user3.isBound TO WALK_NAV.set_bind 
DEF uscr4 Viewpoint {description "Daily Use" position 9.85 1.80 
11.35 onentation 0 I 0 -5.52} 
ROUTE user4.isBound TO WALK NAV.set_bind 
DEF userS Viewpoint {description "Cosmetic" position 18.75 1.60 
I 0 65 orientation 0 I 0 -0.00} 
ROUTE user5.isBound TO WALK NAV.set bind 
DEF user6 Viewpoint {description "Electronic" position 38.45 1.60 
13.85 onentataon 0 I 0 -5.86} 
ROUTE user6.isBound TO WALK NAV.set bind 
DEF user7 Viewpoint {description "Food & Beverage" position 34.65 
2.1 0 3 1.55 orientation 0 1 0 -0.00} 
ROUTE user7.isBound TO WALK NAV.set bind 
DEF userS Viewpoint {description "Furniture" position 21.45 1.60 
41.65 onentahon 0 I 0 -1.57} 
ROUTE user8.isBound TO WAlK NAV.set_bind 
DEf user9 Viewpoint {description "Top V1ew" position 29.25 6.60 
46.05 orientation 0 1 0 -2.86} 
ROUTE uscr9.isBound TO WALK NAV.sct bind 
DEF useriO Viewpoint {description "Side View" position 25.95 1.60 
45.95 onentation 0 I 0 -2.62} 
ROUTE uscr10.1sBound TO WAlK NAV.sct_bind 
DEr user! I Viewpoint {description "Front View" position 10.55 1.60 
55.95 orientation 0 I 0 -0.00} 
ROUTE userll .isBound TO WALK NA V.set bind 
Figure 7-2: VRML Code 
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7.2.3.3 Scripting Language and CSS(Cascading Style Sheets) 
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is also used to gain better control of the 
interface design. 
#lefinav { 
width: 150px: 
font-size: I 2px: 
vertical-align: top; 
font-size: 85%; 
ul, ol { 
font-family: Georgia, "Times New Roman", Times, serif; 
} 
#lefinav a ( 
/*/*/padding: 3px; 
display: block; 
border: I px dotted #CCC; 
text-decoration: none; 
line-hetght: I em; 
width: I 50px /* *I 
#lefinav a: link, #lefinav a:visited { 
color: #666: 
#leflnav a: hover, #lefinav a:activc { 
color: #FFFFFF; 
background-color: #6699CC; 
border: I px solid #000: 
#lefinav ul { 
/*/*/padding: Oem; 
margm-lcfl: Ocm; 
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margin-right: Ocm: 
hst-style-type: none; I* *I 
#lefinav li { 
/*/*/margin: Opx Opx 6px Opx; t• *I 
#current a { 
color: #FFFFFF !important; 
/*/*/background-color: #999999 !important: 
border: 2px dotted #999 !important; /* *I 
#minicart { 
font-size: I Opx; 
} 
.entryTable { 
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 12px; 
background-color: #DDDDDD: 
.entryTableHeader { 
font-family: "Courier New", Courier, mono; 
font-size: 14px; 
color: #FFFFFF: 
background-color: #7F92A4; 
font-weight: bold: 
background-position: center; 
.cntryTable .label { 
background-color: #EFEFEF: 
.entryTablc .content { 
background-color: #FFFFFF: 
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.infoTable { 
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 12px; 
background-color: #DDDDDD; 
.infoTableHeader { 
font-family: "Courier New", Courier, mono; 
font-size: 14px; 
color: #FFFFFF; 
background-color: #7F92A4; 
font-weight: bold; 
background-position: center: 
.infoTable .label { 
background-color: #EFEFEF; 
.infoTable .content { 
background-color: #FFFFFF: 
.box { 
} 
font-family: Aria!, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 12px: 
border: I px solid #336699; 
.notice { 
color: #996600; 
font-weight: bold; 
.audToCartButton { 
font-family: Aria I, Helvetica. sans-serif: 
font-size: 12px: 
color:#333333; 
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font-weight: bold; 
border: I px solid #336699: 
background-color:#FFCCOO: 
#errorMessagc { 
color: #990000: 
font-weight: bold; 
Figure 7-3: CSS in VR Hyperrnarket 
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Chapter 8 - System Evaluation and Conclusion 
8.1 Introduction 
Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system and an important 
phase before delivery the system to the end users. Evaluation was related to user 
environment, attitudes, information priorities and several other concerns that are to 
be considered carefully before effectiveness can be concluded. At all phases of the 
system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a 
variety of sources and information. 
8.2 Problems Encountered and its Solutions 
Problem with PHP coding 
This is the first time that I use PHP to develop a dynamic web-page. So at the 
early stage of my development of VR Hypcnnarket, I found it bard to debug the code 
Most of the code and algorithm I need to learn from the basic. Although there get 
some open sources embedded in my dynamic web-page, but I still need to read and 
understand what it means. Moreover, my coding needs to modify and add according 
to my requirement and what the web-site need. For the free sources of PHP code, this 
website helps me a lot- http://www.phpfreaks.com/ 
Problem with VRML codif'!g 
This is the code of the virtual environment that had been generated. For a big 
environment, there a get a thousand line of VRML code. Although the code is 
generated by using "Room Arranger", but I still need to modify the code by adding 
"Anchor Link", changing the scale, adjust the translation, scale as weU as the 
coordinate of the objects. My application is about a hyper store so there get a 
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need spent more time to write the "Anchor'' link. 
Problem with 3D navigation 
The first problem that I encounter is during the navigation is - lag. Due to the 
heavy memory using by the 3D environment, the navigation become lag and slow. IT 
is hard for us during generate as well as testing the virtual environment. Because of 
the reason, I go to add more RAM to my pc and also add an external graphic card so 
my pc performance can support the virtual environment. 
8.3 Evaluation by End User 
As "Virtual Reality Application for Hypennarket" is proposed to make the 
application more interactive and different from traditional e-commercc web-site and 
the user can shop through the virtual application such as "add to cart" function The 
final stage of system development which is the system testing becomes critical and it 
needs feedbacks from all respective users in judging the correctness of these 
functionalities, precise data flow as well as user friendliness of the system's 
interfaces. 
Anyway, as the scope of "Virtual Reality Application for Hypennarket" is 
large, development was conducted with the objective to cover the scope briefly, 
which means that the whole system was developed quickly to have the overall 
structure and potential of the system but the system was not refined to show its fu ll 
efficiency. 
The overall feedback from the end users is good and "Virtual Reality 
Application for Hypermarket" is expected to serve the targeted group well after 
refining. 
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8.4 
• 
• 
System Strengths 
"Add to cart" function 
The function is let user can buy the things they want during shopping. There 
get a page that show the goods detail and price, user can get the information 
through the page. Besides that, the "add to cart" function also can let the user 
pay due to the embedded "Pay-Pal". "Pay-Pal'' is a 3rd -party paying method. 
Virtua1 Navigation 
This can let user navigate the virtual environment by him or herself. They can 
straightly navigate the VR Hyperrnarket just clicking the mouse as well as the 
keyboard. The virtual application gets several "view-point". The purpose of 
this "view-point" is making the navigation easier. It is more like guidance to 
the user. When the user cljck on the "view-point", the user can straightly go 
to the place where they want. 
• Future integration 
"Virtual Reality Application for Hyperrnarket" ts developed using PHP, 
wruch enable better integrity in the future. 
• Support high volume of users 
"Virtual Reality Application for Hypcrmarket" is deployed using the latest 
database from SQL, the MySql 4.1.7, which is the most powerful database in 
the market. This makes it ready to cope with large amount of user in the 
future. 
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8.5 System Constraints and Future Enhancements 
As mentioned before, "Virtual Reality Application for Hypem1arket" is still 
not fine enough to work at its full efficiency. Some refining work needs to be done to 
the system to increase its usability and reliability. The aspects to be refine and some 
suggestions to upgrade the system are as below: 
• Strict data type checking 
Check the input of user strictly using JavaScript to maintain the consistency 
of data stored and avoid error. 
• Template for instructions 
Templates for the test's instructions which can be choose by user to choose 
the things. 
• Better security and consideration of the online test 
The online test can be improved to make it more secure from time to time to 
avoid fraud. 
• Administrator management 
Tool should be added to the system to enable the administrator manage the 
site well. 
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Appendix- User Manual 
1.1 Introduction 
Virtual Reality Application for Hypermarket (VR Hypcrmarket) that we 
developed was an offline system, but it can be online system. This system provides 
the information about the hypermarket department, the category of products, the item 
price, and stock amount. Thjs manual is a guide to help user to using VR 
Hypermarkct system effectively to achieve the goal. 
This user manual is divided mainly into two parts, which are administrator 
part and user part. Administrator part is about how to use the hypermarket's 
administrator page, and the user part is about how to use hypermarket web page. 
1.2 Administrator Section 
1.2.1 Getting start 
1. Begin using the system by login at the login page 
c-· 
http://localhost/plaincart/admin/login.php. Using the usemame and the 
password during registration for login. If you do not have an account, please 
ask the administrator to add you at Admin User page on Add User link. 
• :) . r ..... , ..... e x 
Admtntstrator 
....... 
, __ 
Figure l : Login Page 
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2. After login successfully, you need to choose a menu from the left navigation 
to get started. 
Adm1n1strator 
Figure 2: Home 
3. Then, you can manage the hypennarket's stocks, admin users, or 
hypermarket's business configuration by update, edit or delete the data at 
administrator's page which directly deal with the database's data. 
IMPORTANT: please click 'Logout' at menu before close the web page for 
security purpose. 
1.2.2 Category Management 
1.2.2.1 Add New Category 
1. Click on the 'Category' button at the menu from the left navigation. 
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Administrator 
hc~Mc.-. ~~~~~l".,.,toMn.•J:~ucJ. 
P'l.al .... l\a.l 
•• 
.. J..--~ 
~------------~~~~ -
Figure 3: Add Category Page 
2. A page as in Figure 3 will appear. Click 'Add Category· link at below to add 
the new category. 
3. After fill all the new category details (Figure 4), click 'Add Category' button 
to add the category and the data will automatic add into database. 
--ex 
.. 
Admtn1strator 
~·*' &:lOir-e '-c 
Figure 4: Add Category Detail 
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4. Click the category name (e.g.: 'Apparel· at Figure 3) at Category page to add 
new sub category for the main category. The category's detail s also need to 
add in by clicking the 'Add Catego1y' button which will link to add category 
page same as Figure 4. 
~ Adm1n1strator 
.. ,." ~...OVIOt A 01!1!1 
-
o... ........ f• 
-.. 
.._ ....... 
Figure 5: Add Sub Category 
1.2.2.2 Modify Category Detail 
I. Click the 'Modify' Link (as in Figure 3) of a particular category to edit its 
detail. Just click 'Save Modification' button after edit. 
--~----------~~ 
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Figure 6: Modify Category Detail 
1.2.2.3 Delete Category 
I. Click the 'Delete' link (as in Figure 3) of a particular category to delete 
category. 
IMPORT ANT: Deleting category will also delete all products in it 
1.2.3 Product Management 
1.2.3.1 Add New Product 
I. Click on the 'Product' button at the menu from the left navigation. As 
default, it will show all category products. 
ll. 
Adm1n1strator 
• 
lkl ll.ldD Coldo 
• 
111:1 l!llllll-
a ~ t.!><lrJ ~ 
Figure 7: Add Product Page 
2. A page as in Figure 7 will appear. Click 'Add Product' link at below to add 
the new product. 
3. After fill all the new product details (Figure 8), click 'Add Product' button to 
add the product and the data will automatic add into database. 
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Administrator 
1.6.1~\ ~-. = --. -.------- • 
..... 
Figure 8: Add Product Detail 
1.2.3.2 Modify Product Detail 
1. Click the 'Modify' link (e.g.: 'am01' in Figure 7) of a particular product to 
edit its detail. Just click 'Modify Product' button after edit. 
Administrator 
"j ... ~ 
~-~~~~----~~~& 
Figure 9: Modify Product Detail 
1.2.3.3 Delete Product 
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l. Click the 'Delete' Jink (as in Figure 3) of a particular category to delete 
category. 
J .2.4 Order Management 
I. Click on the 'Order' button at the menu from the left navigation. As default, 
it will show 'paid' order page. (Figure I 0) 
Adm1n1strator 
Figure 10: Order - Paid 
2. Administrator can change the buyer status to 'All ', 'New', ' Paid', 'Shipped', 
'Completed' or 'Cancelled'. (Figure 11) 
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o ..... ......... , ....... 0 
Adm1n1strator 
et••: 
.... 
.Cdltl 
-·-
--~-
!ffl--.... 
-
.,...,..... 
~·d 
"'" 
•• 0 IIUJ,!'I 
fuel<hl ~ 
~omo AU!! 
tab! "14.ol! 
Figure 11: Change Order Status 
1.2.5 Shop Configuration 
I. Click on the 'Shop Config' button at the menu from the left navigation. 
Adm1n1strator 
[FSkruo~.,_,.,u.~~ .. ~ ·J-
·- §<0'10 
tm.N ~IW6Qft·~,--~ 
Figure 12: Hypermarket Detail Configuration 
2. The hypcrmarket details (name, address, and email ), currency and the 
shipping cost can be modifying at here. 
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1.2.6 Admin User 
1. Admin User page show the user who have administrator status to update, edit 
or delete the hypermarket's data. 
Administrator 
Figure 13: Admin User 
1.2.6.1 Add Admin User 
I. Click 'Add User' at below the page (Figure 1 3). 
2. Fi ll in the username and password, and then click • Add User' button. 
Administrator 
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Figure 14: Add Admin User 
1.2.6.2 Change Password 
1. Click the 'Change Pass~·vord' of a particular user (Figure 13) to edit its 
password. Just enter your new password and click 'Modify User' button to 
save (Figure 15). 
C w · '\, 
Adm1ntstrator 
ran.,.o 
Figure 15: Change Password 
1.2.6.3 Delete User 
1. Just click the 'Delete' button beside the particular user for delete the user 
(Figure 13). 
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1.3 User Section 
1. The user login address is different with the administrator login. The hypermarket 
home main page is http:/ localhost plaincart/ index.php. 
2. User can browse, search, survey product detail and buy the product inside the 
hypermarkct main page. But all the normal user is cannot edit the hypermarket's 
database data. 
~~-....... .) ~&o~Jo.& .... 
----~ 
Figure 16: Hypermarket Main Page 
1.3.1 Home Page 
I. The main page of the hypermarket site is about the detail of the hypermarket 
and the information of contact person. (Figure 16) 
2. The flash banner just can found in main page, the other page is just a 
hyperrnarket 's logo. 
1.3.2 Virtual Tour Page 
I. User can browse and walk around the hypcrmarket virtual environment. 
(Figure 17) 
2. When the user click the product inside the hypermarket, it will directly link 
user to the product 'Add To Cart' page, or some item (e.g.: vegetables) is 
link user to it product page, so user can choose what they want. (Figure 18) 
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-Figure 17: Hypermarket Main Page 
Figure 18: Choose Product at VR Environment 
3. For faster navigation, user can choose the link at above to directly bring user 
to the department. 
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1.3.3 Product Page 
1.3.3.1 Choose Product 
l . Just click the product and it will show the product detail. (Figure 19) 
2. User can add the product to cart first before confirm buy. (Figure 20) 
........ 0 X ~· 
~·" ...... 
• .at ~ ...... R.\1.0 Pric.l.\~ 
• • .m llll!l ...... l.\l\4 - J.\!10 
_____ __.::;~ 111 11'.3. ... 
Figure 19: Choose Product at Website 
·-ex ·~. 
.... 
...... 1.\110 
........ 
. .. ,__ 
-· ..... 
--
Figure 20: Choose Product for Add To Cart 
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1.3.3.2 Shopping Cart 
1. Click 'Go To Shopping Cart' hyperlink (at right of the page as Figure 20) to 
go to shopping cart page. 
2. User can update the quantity of the particular product, or delete the product 
by click the 'Delete' button. (Figure 21) 
• ~ • ;- ...... - 0 X II'!· 
•- I ,.., ........ 1_...,., I ,..,.., - l 
· -
AlGI I 
_.,_...._ 
A~,.., . FSKT\1! lM«1''11¥ ~M.s.~ .. 
PbiOIOC ·OJ!-1 .. ~6-)9 
Emaol !lq14p b!J! ih••CP•lln WI 
Figure 21: Update Shopping Cart 
3. Then (as Figure 22), step 1, it will ask user to fil l in their details, and enter 
shipping and payment information before confirm transaction. 
4. Step 2 is confirmation of the user order. (Figure 23) 
5. After click 'Confirm Order' button, the transaction is success. (Figure 24) 
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Figure 22: Enter Shipping and Payment Information 
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Figure 23: Confirm Order 
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1.3.4 About Us Page 
~,...r.. .....,... . .. "'' V.edl.oo! .. ~a.,oh)-d; 
T•-••FI•IJI<e>< ileo 
A62tn f~Kn.t J t ... otn~.' ol ~~ .. 
- Oll·H!6"l9 
£. ..... !Jtpdsr 11t11lh•l>!!liiNI,!I,11P 
Figure 24: Success Shopping 
1. Just show the hyperrnarket stuff information. (Figure 25) 
"- T .. \\.;JiaoJ 
~No V.'U OX'I<O 
Figure 25: About Us 
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